LEARN TO SPEAK CANTONESE…

PIECE OF CAKE

Fun guaranteed!
Why do you learn Cantonese?

First step to learn reading & writing Chinese

26 millions speakers

Family; Bf; Gf

Enhance CV

Learn about Chinese Culture

Work & Business

Meet new friends

and many more...
Structured & Practical
Self-written materials aim at developing your ability to SPEAK from 1st lesson!
Most frequently spoken dialogues are taught first so that you can start talking straight away. No more boring grammar!

Easy & Effective
‘Direct method’ is used in class where use of English is avoided! Learning to speak natively rather than focusing on tedious grammatical structures! After taking my classes, my students speak Cantonese fluently. Some migrate to Hong Kong and China with the language. Testimonials available on request and on website.

Affordable
£25.50/50 mins (one-on-one)
Group class - feel free to enquiry

Fun
TALK! TALK! TALK! No more sitting still and yawning but laughing and TALKing! You can also meet other learners in our out-of-class social meetings.

Flexible
schedule that suits your time

FREE trial lessons available
I have been teaching Cantonese; Reading and Writing Chinese for over 8 years. I was first trained in a language school to teach Cantonese using, what it’s commonly called, ‘Direct Method’. Use of English is avoided in class so as to create a perfect language environment for YOU learning to speak natively.

As such, it doesn’t mean that we are conversing randomly in class. You are first taught with the commonly occur conversations. Building from there, we work it backward, in following lessons, to learn how to form sentences and questions. All lessons are taught methodically!

I have a strong Counselling and Psychology backgrounds. I employ my knowledge and skills in Educational & Cognitive psychology, group facilitation in class and in producing my self-written textbooks. I spend hours and hours in libraries researching to perfect my teaching materials. I LOVE teaching! I ensure my teaching and my textbooks are of the highest standard!

The last but not the least, my empathy to the needs of others is highly developed. You are well looked after in class!
Testimonials

"Bingo! You have just found the right person to teach you Cantonese"

If you are serious about learning a language Ken is The Man. He took on my husband, myself, a 9 year old girl and a 4 year old boy and got results. His interactive games/activities suited the kids and got them learning while the harder to teach parents got clued up quickly. A great help and great fun. Would have done more but actually moved to Hong Kong!

JR
Migrant to Hong Kong

“Thanks for the classes you are a very good teacher! You were able to tailor the classes to suit my level!”

Nicole Ooi
Investment banker

“Thanks for your help, Ken! I have got A* for my GCSE Chinese!”

Rémy Haggard
GCSE student

...more testimonials available on request
For enquiries and trial lessons...

Ken Kwok (MA Coun., Hon. Dip. Coun.)
gwongdungwa@gmail.com  (facebook)
http://can4every1.webs.com
07913 741319